Commission Disclosure Form
Dear Client,
In order to ensure transparency and to comply with UK regulations we are providing you with
this notice regarding the fee structures that will apply to your account.
We Alpari UK Ltd hereby confirm to you that:
1) Your spreads get widened by 0 (Zero) pip/s* extra on every currency pair and the
difference between our retail spread and the extra spread is paid to your Introducing
Broker (IB).
2) You pay a commission of $0.00 per 1.0 standard lot on every completed transaction
to your IB.
3) We pay to your IB 0.2 pip per completed transaction as a rebate. N.B. this is not paid
by the client; it is paid by Alpari as a commission to the IB for introducing business to
our company.

We trust that this is clear, but if not, please contact us (ibservices@alpari.co.uk) or your IB

Mario Hermsdörfer
Classic 1: 717635 (EUR)
Micro 2: 823341 (EUR)

(N. B. In order to update your account setting, all positions/pending orders must be closed.)
Please acknowledge that you understand the terms above by signing below:
IMPORTANT! Your IB will ONLY be entitled to any rebates/commissions after both parties have
received an email from us confirming that the account(s) have been linked
Signature: ____________________________________

Date: _______________________________

Print Name: __________________________________
MetaTrader Login: ____________________________ (if known)
Account type Classic / Micro (circle appropriate, if known)
Account currency USD / EUR / GBP / JPY / CHF (circle appropriate, if known)
Please kindly return the completed form by either email, fax or post:
Email:
partnerships@alpari.co.uk
Fax number:
+44(0)20 7426 2801
Postal Address: Alpari (UK) Limited, IB Services Department,
201 Bishopsgate, London, EC2M 3AB, United Kingdom
* This clause only applies when we offer our Introducing Brokers and Money Managers the capability of increasing the spreads which they
in turn offer their own clients. ‘Limit’ and ‘Stop’ orders can be utilized at any time but there are certain restrictions regarding how close
they can be set from the current market price. Minimum ‘Limit’ and ‘Stop’ order levels can be calculated by adding the advertised levels
on our website to the additional spread charged by your IB or Money Manager. For example, if you are trading GBP/USD and your spread
is widened by an extra 3 pips on top of our official spread then the minimum limit/stop order level will be 3 pips (advertised, official
spread) + 3 pips (artificial spread widening) = 6 pips (total spread and minimum limit/stop level).
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